How One Equine Boarding Facility Owner Cured a Horse Suffering from Severe Colic!

*Deathly ill horse surprises veterinarian with a miraculous recovery, after eating a surprising table nutrient!*

After 40 years in the equine boarding industry, Gene Gage, woke up to one of her horses, Toby, showing extreme signs of colic. Toby was one of Gene’s most beloved and energetic mares—only 16 years old, a 6-time Racing Champion, and normally very frisky.

Toby lay there docile. Gene immediately called the veterinarian who hurried over and tended to the horse. Because of Toby’s unresponsiveness, Gene’s vet returned to treat the horse for 5 consecutive days. Unfortunately, the horse’s condition did not improve.

The horse refused food and water. Toby’s temperature was high and breathing, rapid. Gene and her vet were extremely concerned as the horse was declining quickly and not responding to treatment.

On the 5th day, Gene, in a desperate attempt to keep Toby alive, added Selina Naturally ® Celtic Sea Salt®, an electrolyte nutrient that was a staple in Gene’s own diet, to the sick horse’s feed.

To Gene’s delight, the horse responded immediately. For the first time in almost a week, Toby was eating. He literally ate everything and drank all his water. Soon Toby was his old self, frolicking about. The veterinarian was delighted with this miraculous recovery from severe colic. Since that time, all the horses in Gene’s barn enjoy their daily Celtic Sea Salt®, and the instance of colic in Gene’s barn have been extremely reduced.